We consider the problem of deciding validity of formulas in extensions of propositional dynamic logic (PDL). The extensions are obtained by adding programs defined by nonregular languages. In the past, a number of very simple languages were shown to render this problem highly undecidable, while other very similar-looking languages were shown to retain decidability. Understanding this rather strange phenomenon, and generalizing the isolated extensions have remained elusive challenges for several years. In this paper we provide decision procedures for two wide classes of extensions, thus shedding light on the general problem. Our proofs are novel, in that they explicitly consider the machines that accept the languagesin our case, special classes of PDAs and stack automata. We show that the emptiness problem for stack automata on infinite trees is decidable, a result of independent interest, and combine it with the construction of certain tree models for the corresponding formulas. As special cases, PDLD is decidable for any semi-Dyck set D, and so is PDLL, where L is the (non-context-free) program vaA bA cA .
Introduction
Propositional dynamic logic (PDL) was introduced by Fischer and Ladner [FL] , based upon the firstorder version of Pratt [Pl] . It is a direct extension of the propositional calculus, in which programs can appear in the formulas. Thus, for example, P + (a)& asserts that whenever P holds it is possible to carry out some computation of a, leading to a state in *This author's research was supported in part by a grant from the Gutwirth Foundation.
which Q holds, and ( a ) P E ( p ) P asserts the equivalence of a and p. Formulas in PDL can involve many program, and are able t o express a wide variety of properties pertaining to their input/output behavior.
See [H, KT] for detailed surveys.
In the original versions of PDL the programs are taken to be regular sequences of basic program letters. Whether these are represented by regular expressions or by automata, the validity/satisfiability problem for formulas in the logic has been shown to be logspacecomplete for exponential time [PZ, FL, HS] . (It is thus interesting that, as far as we know, the validity problem for this much richer logic might be no worse than that of its fragment, the propositional calculus.)
In the early 1980's the problem of extending PDL with nonregular programs was raised. In terms of programming languages, moving from regular programs to, say, context-free ones is tantamount to moving from iterative programs to (parameterless) recursive procedures. It would thus be nice to be able to decide the truth of propositional-level properties of recursive program too. R. Ladner observed in 1977 that PDL with context-free programs must be undecidable, since it is not too difficult to see that the formula ( a ) P 3 ( p ) P is valid iff the languages represented by the programs Q and p are equivalent. However it remained to investigate (a) how high is the undecidability, and (b) when does the problem start becoming undecidable.
The first results were strikingly negative. Denote by PDLL the logic obtained by allowing the language L as a single new program, in addition to the regular ones. In [HPS] it was shown that the validity problem for both PDLL, and PDLL,,L, (here there are two new programs) is highly undecidable, viz IIt-complete. Here, L1 = aAbaA = {a'ba' I i 2 0 ) L2 = aAbA = {a'b' I i 2 0 ) Ls = bAaA = {b'a' I i 2 0).
It was also shown in [HPS] that there exists a primitive recursive nonregular one-letter language (which must be non-context-free, of course) that exhibits the same disastrous behavior. Later, in [HP] , it was shown that the specific logic PDLL, is also 11:-complete , where
In contrast to these negative results, a rather surprising positive result was proved in [KP] , to the effect that adding L2 or L3 alone does not result in undecidability. Thus, PDLL,, for example, is decidable, which is rather curious, given the similarity of L1 and La. The proof in [KP] shows that PDLL,, which does not enjoy the usual finite model property of [FL] , does, in fact, enjoy a finite pushdown model property. More specifically, each satisfiable formula has a model of bounded size, along the edges of which there are not only program letters but also various push and pop instructions. The details of the construction are quite complicated, and strongly depend on the idiosyncrasies of the language L2. The feeling one gets when studying these results is that the borderline between the classes of languages for which extended PDLs are decidable and those for which they are not has to do with the behavior of accepting pushdown machines. For example, the relevant difference between L1 and Lz is that in accepting the former language a pushdown automaton reading an a may carry out a push or a pop depending upon its location in the input word, whereas in the latter language the a's can be safely pushed and the b's popped. When dealing with acceptance in PDL models a machine seeing an a out of context will not 'know' what to do in the first case, but will in the second. If anything like this distinction is the 'right' one, it would be particularly interesting to know the answer to a question raised in [H, p. 5331: Is PDLL, decidable, where
Note that L5 is not context-free, and thus cannot be accepted with a single pushdown, yet if a machine with two pushdowns is employed, or a stack machine,' 'These are taken here to be one-way pushdown automata whose head can travel up and down the stack but in which changes can be made only at its top [RI.
it enjoys a similar 'determinism' property; its oper* tions on the stack are determined by the input symbol alone.
In this paper we provide the first results in this area that do not deal with isolated languages. Our decision procedures apply to broad classes of languages in a general way. The approach we use is novel, in that we deal directly with the automata that accept the languages under consideration. Our first result considers pushdown automata with a special kind of obliviousness. Specifically, call a PDA simple-minded (an SPDA for short) if its behavior is uniquely determined by the input symbol alone, and the internal state and stack symbol may only help determine whether the machine aborts or carries out this (unique) normal step. It is noteworthy that SPDAs accept a large fragment of the context-free languages, including L2 and LB, as well as all manner of parenthesis languages (semi-Dyck sets), and many of their intersections with regular languages.
A second class of machines that are of interest to us are deterministic stack automata (DSA). These accept many kinds of non context-free languages, such as L5 and its generalizations afaf . . .a," for any n, as well as many variants thereof.
Our two main results are: The proofs of these results are rather intricate. The general framework follows the widely applicable ideas of Vardi and Wolper [VW], in which decidability of a satisfiability problem in a logic of programs is established by defining special classes of automata on infinite trees and showing that their emptiness problem is decidable. This construction is typically preceded by claims that show how every satisfiable formula has a satisfiable tree model of an appropriate form.
In our case, we have had to go beyond the various kinds of finite-state tree automata considered in [VW] and its follow-ups, and consider pushdown and stack automata. Failing to find any relevant decidability results for such automata on infinite words or trees, we show in Section 2 that the emptiness problem for stack automata on le-ary infinite trees is decidable. This result, which is considerably harder to prove than the corresponding results for simpler automata, seems to be of independent interest.
In Section 3.1 we show that for any language L , a satisfiable formula in PDLL has a special kind of Hintikka tree model, labeled with elements of an appropriate subformublike closure. Such a model has bounded branching and is constructed so that the paths satisfying any two "diamond promises', are edge-distinct .
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 contain the main constructions. First, given a formula f in PDLL, where L is accepted by some SPDA, we construct a tree pushdown automaton A/ that accepts precisely the aforementioned Hintikka models o f f . Thus, testing A i for emptiness amounts to testing the satisfiability of f. Here too, the construction and its justification appear to be considerably more complicated than similar results in the literature. We should add that a naive implementation of the entire decision procedure yields 4-fold exponential time.
We then carry out a similar construction of a tree stack automaton for the case where L is accepted by a DSA M, but here we must require the presence of the new symbol z preceding the words of the language, due to the richer possibilities in the behavior of M.
Emptiness for Stack Tree Automata

Definitions
Let [k] denote the set {1,2,. . . ,k}. A k-ary tree over C is a labeling of the set [k]' by letters from the alphabet C. The letter X denotes the root of the tree.
A stack k -a y w-tree automaton (or an STA for short) is a structure
where Q is a finite set of states, C is the input alphabet, r is the stack alphabet, qo E Q is the initial state, zo E I' is the initial stack symbol, and F Q is the set of designated states.
The transition function 6 is defined as
where B E {pop, push(w), md, mu, sp}, for w E I'.
Here md, mu and s p stand for 'move down', 'move up', and 'stay put', respectively. The transition function reflects the fact that M works on trees with outdegree bounded by k.
The set of stack configurations is S = zor* 1 r'.
The initial stack configuration SO is zot. Notice that down in the stack is left in the stack configuration. A node configuration N is a pair (q, s) E Q x S. The initial node configuration no is (qo, S O ) . The depth of a node configuration is the depth of its stack.
Let 'H : S -, r be given by 'H(zoylzf72) = z , where z E r and X ( z 0 1 7) = ZO. This describes the letter read by the stack head. In order to connect stack configurations and the transition function 6, we define B : (S x B) -+ S in the obvious way.
An €-path from (q1,sl) to (~J , s J ) is a sequence ((q1,~1), .. . , ( q r ,~~) ) such that for all 1 < i 5 1 we have(qi,bi) E 6(qi-llc,'H(si_l))and B(si-l,bi) =si. Let N , be the set of €-paths. An €-path signals F if there is 1 < j 5 1 such that qj E F and d(sj) = h(sj).
A computation of M on the infinite tree t over C is an extension C oft such that, in addition to a symbol from C , each node is labeled with an €-path. This
0 for all u in [k]' and for all 1 5 j 5 E, we have,
, where for all 1 5 j 5 k, sj = B(bj,s) and Nj is some €-path from ( q j , sj).
A computation C is B i c h i accepting, or just accepting
for short, if
1.
2.
C(X) = ( a , N )
where a E C and N is an €-path from (Qo, so).
Every path in C contains infinitely many €-paths that signal F.
A tree t is accepted by M if there exists an accepting computation of M on t. The emptiness problem is, given an automaton M, to determine if M accepts some tree.
Since we deal with nondeterministic automata, we can assume that the alphabet C contains a single letter a. In that caae all the computations are of the form (a, ( q , s)), where (q, s) is a node configuration. The projection of this computation on the node configuration, is an infinite tree over Q x S, that is denoted an S-computation of M.
An STA that uses only the symbol sp from B is simply a k-ary w-tree automaton, as defined in [Vw]. An STA that uses only the symbols {sp,push(w),pop} from B is a pushdown k-ary w-tree automaton (PTA for short). This definition is similar to that appearing in [SI. If h = 1, the tree automaton becomes an wautomaton working on infinite sequences.
Reduction to Pushdown Tree Automata
In this section we will prove the following:
Proposition 3 Given an STA MI one can construct a P T A M', whose site is at most doubly exponential in the size of MI such that M has an accepting computation iff M' has one.
Denote the set {md, mu, s p } by in-stack moves, and the set {push(),pop,sp} by top-stack moves. In the same way, all the node configurations in which d(u) = h(u) are called top-stack configurations, and all others are called in-stack configurations.
The idea behind this construction is to put more information on the stack, to allow the pushdown automaton to 'know' what connections are possible through in-stack moves in the stack automaton. Since accepting configurations have to be top-stack configurations, every in-stack node n in an accepting Scomputation, must be the root of a finite subtree, whose leaves are top-stack configurations with the same stack as n. Hence our goal in the following construction is to create a pushdown automaton that will have these same leaves as successors.
There are two main difficulties. The first is that the number of successors in the pushdown automaton may be of size 2k compared to k in the stack automaton. This problem is solved by simply defining the pushdown automaton to work on k' = k .2'-ary trees. The second and major difficulty is how to generate the additional information we want to put on the stack.
We leave the detailed construction to the full paper. Let us just point out here that the intuitive meaning of the information we add on the stack is, that in any node n = (q, has an accepting computation iff M has one yields:
Corollary 4 The emptiness problem for STA's is decidable ifl the emptiness problem for PTA's is decidable.
Emptiness for Pushdown Tree Automata
In this section we show that the emptiness problem for pushdown w-tree automata (PTA's) is decidable. The proof uses pumping like arguments that apply to computation trees.
Definitions
We need some additional notations. Let M be a PTA, and let n be a node in an S-computation C of M.
Denote by NF the set of nodes n' = (q', s') such that:
1. n' is a descendant of n in C.
2. q' E F.
3. for each node m = ( p , t ) that is a descendant of n and an ancestor of n' in C, we have p 4 F.
Denote by 1 1 : : the set of nodes n' = (q', s') such that:
1. n' is on the path from n to m in C.
2. for all n" # n' on the path from n' to m, d(n") > 
Denote by S, the set that contains the following nodes n' = (q', s') :
1. n' is a descendant of n in C .
d(n') = d(n).
3. for each node n" on the path from n to n' in C Let C be a DCI of M for some I, and let n = (qn, Sn), m = (qm, sm) be nodes in C such that:
1. n #I and m #I.
2. n E n y .
4. sn = sm.
5. the same rule of 5 applies to n and m in C.
Such n , m are called a nice pair. As we shall soon show, a nice pair can be made the subject of a pumping like argument. The main reason these arguments can be applied is the equality of Sn and Sm, which guarantees that the new tree obtained after pumping is indeed an S-computation.
The Main Operators
Denote by T ( z , t l , t z , .
... t k ) the k-ary tree rooted at z, with the k-ary trees tl,tz,. ... t k as its successors.
For node n in a tree t , let ST(n) denote the subtree o f t rooted at n , let Si (.) for 1 5 i 5 k, denote the it" offspring of n in t , and let S Z ( n ) denote the subtree rooted at Si (.).
Define 0, : Sn -+ S i such that Un(q) is some node Cu,,, and Cp,,, actually represent pumping arguments, where P stands for pump, and U stands for unpump. Let nl be the successor of n on the path from n to m in C , and let ml be the corresponding successor of m (i.e., if nl is the ith successor of n, ml is the ith successor of m ) .
Denote by Cu,,, and Cp,,, the following trees over N U {I}: 0 Cu,,, is identical to C except that S T ( n 1 ) is 0 Cp,,, is identical to C except that ST(m1) is replaced by Pn,,(nl) as the successor of n .
The nodes n and m are a nice pair in the Scomputation shown in Fig 2. Fig 3 demonstrates the unpump operator, in which, the appropriate succes sors of m and n have been conjoined, and both q and r in Sk have been replaced by q and r in SL. Notice that the node U has not been changed because it is not in S I n . Fig 4 shows the pump operator, in which the successor of n has been replaced by the appropriate successor of m, and both q and r in its subtree have been replaced by q and r in SA.
Claim 5 If C is an accepting S-computation of MI so is CU,,,.
replaced by Un,m(ml) as the successor of n . The proof is obtained by induction on the tree structure of Cum,, and is omitted.
Claim 6 If C is a DCi of M for some I , then so is c p n s m * Proof: Essentially the same as that of Claim 5.
Deciding Emptiness
We need a definition for the limit of sequence of infinite trees: Let {ti}gl be a sequence of infinite k-ary trees over some finite set C. If for all U E [k]' there exists j , such that for all i 2 j , we have ti(u) = c, for some fixed c, E C, then we say that limi+m(ti) = c, where .(U) = c,.
Lemma 7 A PTA M has an accepting S-computation C ifl it has an accepting S-computation C', such ihat for every node n E C' and for every n' E N;, d(n') -d ( n ) 5 161 .2181.
Proof: Let n be a node in C and assume there is n' E N p , such that d(n') -d ( n ) > 161 .2101, and for every n" E NF, d(n") 5 d(n'). ( 
Satisfiability for Extended PDL
We now turn to the proofs of our main theorems.
The Existence of 'Nice' Models
We shall be using a variant of PDL called APDL [HS] . APDL is a propositional dynamic logic in which the programs are described by finite automata rather than regular expressions. APDL formulas are inter- A tree structure M = (W, R, II) is a tree modelfor f if M , A + f . We now show that for any L APDLL has the tree model property, i.e., if an APDLL formula f is satisfiable, then it has a tree model.
Claim 13 A formula f in APDLL is satisfiable iff it has a tree model.
Sketch of the proof:
We unravel any model of f into a tree, and use a subset like argument to create a structure in which every state has a finite number of successors.
We associate an infinite k-ary tree over 2c1(f)u{{L) with the tree model M = (W,R,II) constructed above in a natural way: every node in W is labeled by the formulas in c l ( f ) that are satisfied at that node, and the other nodes are labeled by the special symbol I. These trees satisfy some special properties. 
+b)g E T ( z ) ;
Claim 14 A formula f in A P D L L has a Hintikka tree in it has a tree model.
The proof is similar to that of Proposition 3.2 in [Vw] and is omitted.
One more property of models is needed in order to be able to carry out the construction of the appropriate automata in the next section. A unique diamond path Hintikka tree for a formula f , or a UDH for short, is a Hintikka tree for f that satisfies the following condition : There exists a mapping I I , can be seen to be a Hintikka tree, furthermore, straightforward induction on the length of U = uo, 1111, . . . , Um shows that satisfies the conditions for a UDH. As in [Vw] , we now seek to construct an automaton that will accept exactly the special tree models whose existence was established above, namely UDH's. The automata used must be sufficiently powerful to be able to run through the trees, making sure that things are as they should be, but sufficiently weak to have a decidable emptiness problem. special symbol I.
Simple-Minded Languages
Let M = (Q, C , r, qo, ZO, 6 ) be a finite state pushdown automaton that accepts by empty stack. We say that M is simple-minded, or an SPDA for short, if whenever b ( q , a , y ) = ( p , b ) then for each q' and y' either 6(q',a,y') = ( p , b ) , or 6(q',u,y') is undefined. In words, the automaton's action is determined uniquely by the input symbol. The state and stack symbol are only used to help determine whether the machine halts or continues. A language L is said to be simpleminded confect-free (or an sm-cfl, for short) if there exists an SPDA that accepts it.
It is easy to see that all semi-Dyck sets, for example, are sm-cfl, as are many others.
To prove Theorem 1, let f be a formula of APDLL for a smcfl L. We now sketch the construction of an STA, A j , that will accept precisely the UDH's of f . Aj is an appropriate parallel composition of three machines. The first is a finite-state tree automaton that tests its input tree for standard local consistency properties. It is almost exactly the 'local automaton' of [VW, p. 1991. Here, diamond formulas are not checked at all, and box formulas, i.e. negations of diamond ones, are checked, except for those involving the new program L.
The second component of A j is a PTA that deals with the diamond formulas. Its workings are essentially as follows. It runs through the tree, at each point remembering in its finite-state memory the diamond formula that it has to satisfy. (Recall that at each point there will be just one of these, by the definition of UDH.) As it proceeds down the tree, the machine appropriately distributes any new diamond formulas appearing in the current node to the subcomputations spawned at that node, according to the single-path-per-diamond property. When moving down an edge labeled with the atomic program a, it simulates the (unique) behavior of the SPDA M as if M were searching for a word in L , stack operations included. If M was supposed to abort, then the present computation of our machine will abort too, but only if it now has to satisfy some ( L ) P formula;
otherwise it just keeps going. If a new diamond formula reached at some node involves the L program, then it instructs its spawned computation to start a fresh simulation of a copy of M, with a new stack. In any event, if the current computation of our machine manages to satisfy its diamond formula it signals by entering an accepting state prior to proceeding.
The third component of A j is a PTA that deals with the box formulas, i.e., the negations of diamond ones. This machine checks only box promises involving the L program; other box promises are checked by the local automaton. Like the diamond PDA, this machine simulates the behavior of M on all of its paths. In addition, if [LIP is a box promise encountered, it pushes P onto its stack, to be found if and when this point in the stack is ever exposed. In accordance with the nature of box promises, this machine is all smiles unless it aborts; that is, all its states are accepting states, and a computation thereof always signals success unless it finds a contradiction to one of its box formulas. As mentioned, the final automaton is obtained by a rather straightforward concurrent composition of the three ones described. That this can be done easily follows from the fact that the stack operations carried out by the two PTAs when at any given node in the tree are the same, so that the concurrent product is well defined.
Proposition 16
Given a formula f in APDLL, where L is an sm-cj?, one can construct a PTA A j such that f has a model iff there is a tree T accepted Theorem 1 now follows. by 4 .
Unique-Prefix Languages
Simple-minded languages can be generalized very easily to languages accepted by stack automata rather than by pushdown automata. These generalized simple-minded languages contain L5 = {a'b'c' I i 2 0 }, but unfortunately cannot be the base of a construction similar to the one of the previous section. The main difficulty is the construction of the box automaton. We resort instead, to a different class of languages, each of which has a special prefix added to its words.
Let L' be a language accepted by a deterministic finite-state one-way stack automaton over some alphabet E, and let x be a letter such that x $ ! C.
Then L = xL' is a deterministic unique-prefix stack language, (a dup-sl, for short), and the special letter x is denoted by X L . Many non context-free languages are dup-sl's, such as { x a i a i . . . a i I i 2 0) for any fixed k .
A construction similar to the one of simple-minded languages is used to prove the following proposition, which yields Theorem 2:
Proposition 17 Given a formula f in APDLL, where L is a dup-sl, one can construct an STA A t such that f has a model iff there is a tree T accepted
The construction in this case is similar to that of the previous section, but it is important to notice that while the machines there were PTAs, here we must use STAs, since we deal with languages that cannot be accepted by pushdown automata. The proof also depends strongly upon the special prefix X L , without which we have not been able to construct a suitable box automaton.
by A / .
Discussion
Decidability of the validity problem for PDLL, where L is in some class C of languages, may be viewed as a general problem about C, like the equivalence or emptiness problems. Just as it is of prime interest to characterize those Cs for which these latter problems are decidable, so is it of interest to characterize those for which thePDL problem as we may call it, is decidable. Apart from its interest as a problem concerning reasoning about propositional programs, when phrased in this manner it becomes a decision problem in formal languages. While we feel that the present paper provides a significant step forward, we are far from having a complete solution.
Two specific aspects are still open. First, our techniques do not seem to be strong enough to deal with non context-free languages without the initial special symbol t~. In particular, we have not yet been able to settle the question raised in [HI: Is PDLL, decidable, with Ls = aAbAcA? We conjecture that it is. Second, our techniques do not provide new information regarding one-letter alphabets; Theorem 1 doesn't help, since PDAs do not accept any nonregular one-letter languages, and our proof of Theorem 2 requires the prefix symbols. In this arena there are only negative results, specifically, that of [HP] . Is there any nonregular (and therefore non context-free) one-letter language L for which PDLL is decidable? Is there any one-letter language L exhibiting polynomial growth in the lengths of its words, for which PDLL is undecidable?
